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As an analyst working with the dying, Dr. Clarissa Pinkola EstÃƒÂ©s has developed seminal
methods to help ease the fear that can accompany the dying process. In The Radiant Coat, this
best-selling author shares myths and stories first told at the bedsides of the dying to comfort them
and their loved ones. For other cultures, Dr. EstÃƒÂ©s teaches, death holds no terror. It is in fact
characterized as an ally, a wise and caring figure, leading departed souls through the starry night
into the next day. This application of storytelling as a precious medicine for the terminally ill has
attracted worldwide attention to the work of Dr. EstÃƒÂ©s. Fusing stories with useful psychological
analysis, she removes the cloak of fear that surrounds the dying process. The Radiant Coat is a
uniquely helpful collection of teaching stories, offered to help all listeners who seek to understand
death - not as the end of life, but as another beginning.
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Every so often an author writes about a topic that most are afraid to even examine. Such is The
Radiant Coat. Its filled with stories about death and dying. Oh no to morbid! Not so! Its done with
such beauty and intelligence that you will listen many times. If you have had someone you love die
this tape can bring you joy or at least understanding. I have 2 copies of this tape one is for lending
people. Always they give it back and want their own copy. Hence I have 2 copies. One for me one to
lend. In my life I have lost many people that I miss everyday this tape helps me understand death.
That death is not the enemy we are taught it is. See for yourself.

Buy it!! It will change the way you see death and grieving and so much more. It will comfort you and
calm your fears. This is where you find the strength to bear the crossing of a loved one, or your own.
It's not at all sad or morbid. You will find yourself feeling joy at the understanding and sadness
because the book is over. As always, the stories, her interpretations, her fabulous voice are
unmatched.

I first listened to this work 15 years ago with my mother who was dying. It was so encouraging, so
meaningful to both of us. Since then I have purchases and loaned out (over and over) in my work
with the dying many copies of this exceptional collection. I am buying another because, somehow,
they do not always come home to roost as they should. I own and treasure many of CP Estes'
books and audio books. There is something so magical yet grounded about how she reads her work
and does her commentary. I think she is currently the world's best woman storyteller. The best I've
heard anyway, and I've heard quite a few.

Anything by Dr. Clarissa Pinkola Estes is going to be good, imo. I was hooked when she wrote
"Women Who Run With the Wolves" and have just about everything she has published since. She
has not outdone her Women-Wolves work, imo, yet. Would be difficult to do. Not only is she a
brilliant, highly credentialed, talented woman, she helps me with polishing my Spanish. I prefer the
audio-book versions of what she publishes..

I have many of these and I find the stories help me reveal things about myself while being very
intriguing. Quite eye opening. Recommended for anyone interested in opening new avenues of
understanding.

I recommend this story-telling audio to anyone who has awakened to the reality of physical dying.
Since we all (so far) face this reality, I find it helpful to consider it from various points of view.
Clarissa Pinkola Estes is a gifted cantadora. I find myself returning to her stories time and again and
this is one of my favorites.

Beautifully read. Stories will stick with you. Death is just the nursemaid who was with you through
birth, trials and tribulations, has lauded your achievements and will be there to birth you to your next
life. Love this audio CD!

These stories and myths are wonderful and inspiring, told by gifted storyteller and Jungian analyst.
I've purchased several sets for friends over the years, and listen to the CD over and over again
myself. Highly recommended for everyone!
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